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ch time as arrangements eau be made for their permanent location in the Botanie
garden. Large quantities of the seeds of our local forest trees were collected and
planted in the autumu, as well as others received from different parts of the Dominion.
A large collection of seeds of indigenous plants of all kinds has been got together,
ether Collected by the officers or presented to the institution by sympathisera out-
aide. As soon as circumstances will permit, the work of laying ont such part of the
Arboretum and Botanie garden as you may decide upon, will be pushed forward
'With Vigour. The plants and seeds now in hand form the nucleus of a nice and
lteresting collection. Collections of seeds have been received from the Department
4griulture, Washington, U. S. A.; the Arnold Arborefum, Boston, U. S. A.; the
y1al Gardons, Kew, England; the Imperial Gardons, Tokio, Japan; and Dr. Regel,.of St. Petersburgh, Russia.

Promises of co-operation and assistance, accompanied by collections of nativ
6 ed8, have been recoived from Mr. J. Walker, of Calgary, Mr. N. H. Cowdry, ofMacleod, N.W.T., and Rev. W. A Barman, of Griswold, Manitoba.

Particular attention will be paid to the examination and cultivation of our
'tive grasses. Many of the seeds collected by yourself in the North-West Terri-

'tries last year, from apparently desirable species, are already planted, and give
romise of satisfactory results. As relating to this subject, i beg to repeat Borne

Words used by Prof. Macoan, when transmitting a large collection of seeds and bulbe
hich he bad gathered for us in British Columbia; " I am delighted that you are

Coing to grow these plants. It is the only way to understand some of our difRialtpecies, and I have no doubt that before very long you will be able to solve in this
'wy, inany of the difficult problems which now bother us. The botanist who ofte.

a to work with imperfect and badly-preserved specimens, will now be able te
t4lamine the plants at all stages of growth. I wish yon every success, and believe

at your farm will be a great benefit to the country and to science."
In addition to the above, reference collections of preserved entomological and

tanical specimens will of course be necessary for the advantageous prosecution of
ýentomological and botanical work. Temporary cases have already been provided,

rthe former, and no effort will be wanting on my part to build up, with all
ePedition, a collection, showing the injurions and beneficial insects which affect

c0 rops.
The value of having an extensive collection of our indigenous Canadian planta

id easily apparent. Already numerous enquiries have been received concerning the
identity and economic uses of wild plants, and it is most desirable that all suoh

'equiries should receive prompt answers. To further this end, which I consider one
'If great importance, I have mach pleasure in presenting to the far museum my'yws eerbarium, comprising upwards of 3,000 species, collected in Canada, mainly byrayself.

1 beg also to announce that Dr. Selwyn, the Director of the Geological and'
tural listory Survey, bas kindly given Prof. Macoun permission to fill up many

'oshe deficiencies from the duplicates of his own vast collections in the National
kueum, as soon as our museum is built and we are in a position to receive and

reserve the specimens. Similar promises have been received from Dr. T. J. W.
U9ges, of Hamilton, and Mr. J. Dearness, of London, Ont. Some rare species haveAlready been received from the latter gentleman.

fe The acknowledgment of the importance of economic entomology and the allied
eciences is dsily becoming more apparent. These investigations for many years

'l th the notable exception of Miss Ormerod's excellent work in England) were
anlost entirely confined to this continent. Now, however, systematic study of insects
op Plants is being carried on, with the object of obtaining remedies for injurions
toeies, m'l many parts of the world. In England, by Miss Ormerod, who continues
Oo15ue her Most excellent annual reports, as well as smaller pamphlets, wheneve.r
àr "o calls for themr. In the same country tbere has appeared from the pen #
T' . Whitehead, a series of five reports on insecte injurions to the leading crops.ese reports have a peculiar value, from the fact that their author in not only a goe4
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